
 

 

Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions:  
Eight friends A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are sitting around a square table in such a way that four of them sit 

at four corners of the square while the other four sit in the middle of each sides. All of them have different 

profession viz. Athlete, Singer, Dancer, Writer, Anchor, Actor, Businessman and Banker. The ones who sit 

at the four corners do not face outside the center while those who sit in the middle of the sides do not face 

inside.  

Two persons sit between H who is a Businessman and F. The one who is a Dancer sits third to the right of F. 

Singer is neither an immediate neighbor of Businessman nor F. G sits to the immediate right of the Dancer. 

Two persons sit between G and C. A and D are immediate neighbors. The one who is an Actor sits opposite 

to the one who is an Anchor. F is not an Anchor. The one who is a Writer sits to the immediate right of the 

Athlete. C is not an Athlete. B is a Banker and faces inside. D does not sit third to the left of the Banker.  

1.Who sits exactly between B and the Businessman when counted from the right of B?  

A. D  

B. A  

C. The one who is a Writer  

D. The one who is an Actor  

E. None of these  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

The one who is a Dancer sits third to the right of F. Two persons sit between H who is a Businessman and F. 

Singer is neither an immediate neighbor of Businessman nor F. G sits to the immediate right of the Dancer. 

Two persons sit between G and C. The one who is an Actor sits opposite to the one who is an Anchor. F is 

not an Anchor. B is a Banker and faces inside. A and D are immediate neighbors. D does not sit third to the 

left of the Banker. We have two possibilities-  

  

Now, the one who is a Writer sits to the immediate right of the Athlete. C is not an Athlete. This will 

eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be –  

  

2.What is the position of D with respect to E?  

A. Second to the left  

B. Third to the right  

C. Second to the right  

D. Third to the left  

E. None of these  

Answer: D 



 

 

Solution: 

The one who is a Dancer sits third to the right of F. Two persons sit between H who is a Businessman and F. 

Singer is neither an immediate neighbor of Businessman nor F. G sits to the immediate right of the Dancer. 

Two persons sit between G and C. The one who is an Actor sits opposite to the one who is an Anchor. F is 

not an Anchor. B is a Banker and faces inside. A and D are immediate neighbors. D does not sit third to the 

left of the Banker. We have two possibilities-  

  

Now, the one who is a Writer sits to the immediate right of the Athlete. C is not an Athlete. This will 

eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be –  

  

3.Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Who among the following does 

not belong to that group?  

A. The one who is a Writer  

B. The one who is an Athlete  

C. The one who is a Singer  

D. The one who is an Actor  

E. The one who is an Anchor  

Answer: A 

Solution: 

The one who is a Dancer sits third to the right of F. Two persons sit between H who is a Businessman and F. 

Singer is neither an immediate neighbor of Businessman nor F. G sits to the immediate right of the Dancer. 

Two persons sit between G and C. The one who is an Actor sits opposite to the one who is an Anchor. F is 

not an Anchor. B is a Banker and faces inside. A and D are immediate neighbors. D does not sit third to the 

left of the Banker. We have two possibilities-  

  

Now, the one who is a Writer sits to the immediate right of the Athlete. C is not an Athlete. This will 

eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be –  



 

 

  

4.What is the position of A with respect to the one who is a Dancer?  

A. Second to the left  

B. Second to the right  

C. Immediate right  

D. Immediate left  

E. None of these  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

The one who is a Dancer sits third to the right of F. Two persons sit between H who is a Businessman and F. 

Singer is neither an immediate neighbor of Businessman nor F. G sits to the immediate right of the Dancer. 

Two persons sit between G and C. The one who is an Actor sits opposite to the one who is an Anchor. F is 

not an Anchor. B is a Banker and faces inside. A and D are immediate neighbors. D does not sit third to the 

left of the Banker. We have two possibilities-  

  

Now, the one who is a Writer sits to the immediate right of the Athlete. C is not an Athlete. This will 

eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be –  

  

5.How many persons sit between the one who is a Banker and the one who is an Athlete?  

A. One  

B. Two  

C. Three  

D. Four  

E. Cannot be determined  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

The one who is a Dancer sits third to the right of F. Two persons sit between H who is a Businessman and F. 

Singer is neither an immediate neighbor of Businessman nor F. G sits to the immediate right of the Dancer. 

Two persons sit between G and C. The one who is an Actor sits opposite to the one who is an Anchor. F is 

not an Anchor. B is a Banker and faces inside. A and D are immediate neighbors. D does not sit third to the 

left of the Banker. We have two possibilities-  



 

 

  

Now, the one who is a Writer sits to the immediate right of the Athlete. C is not an Athlete. This will 

eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be –  

  
S=6-10):Passage: 

In each of the question, relationships between some elements are shown in the statements. 
These statements are followed by conclusions numbered I and II. Read the statements and 
give the answer.  

6.   

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

  

7.   

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  

Answer: A 



 

 

Solution: 

  

8.   

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  

9.   

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  

10.   

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  
S=11-13):Passage: 
Study the following information and answer the given questions  

Point Y is 12m to the North of Point X. Point Z is 8m to the East of Point W. Point M is 3m to the South of 

Point W. Point M is 4m to the West of Point N. Point Z lies exactly between Point X and Point Y.  

11.In which direction is Point X with respect to Point N?  

A. North  

B. Northeast  



 

 

C. South  

D. Southwest  

E. None of these  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

  

12.If Point V lies 6m to the North of Point W then how far is Point V from Point Y?  

A. 6m  

B. 8m  

C. 10m  

D. 12m  

E. Cannot be determined  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  

13.What is the shortest distance between Point Z and Point N?  

A. 3m  

B. 4m  

C. 5m  

D. 6m  

E. None of these  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  
S=14-16):Passage: 
Study the following information and answer the given questions.  
In a family of nine members there are five male members. P is the father of M. M is married to N. N is the 



 

 

father of J. J is brother of O. R is the mother of T. T is married to S. S is daughter-in-law of P. K is the 

grandson of P and has no siblings.  

14.How is N related to R?  

A. Son  

B. Son-in-law  

C. Nephew  

D. Grandson  

E. None of these  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  

15.How is O related to S?  

A. Nephew  

B. Son  

C. Daughter  

D. Niece  

E. Either (A) or (D)  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  

16.How is T related to M?  

A. Son  

B. Husband  

C. Brother  

D. Brother-in-law  

E. Cannot be determined  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  

17.How many pairs of letters are there in the word “ CONNECT” which have as many letters between them 

in the word as in alphabetical series?  

A. One  

B. Two  

C. Three  

D. Four  

E. None of these  

Answer: B 



 

 

Solution: 

  

18.If all the alphabets are rearranged within itself as they appear in the English dictionary in the word 

“POSTGRADUATE” then which of the following will be third to the right of the one which is ninth from 

the right end?  

 

A. A  

B. O  

C. P  

D. R  

E. None of these  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

19.In a row of students facing North, Sam is 15th from the right end. Fourteen students sit between Raj and 

Sam. What is the minimum number of students possible in the row?  

A. 15  

B. 20  

C. 25  

D. 30  

E. Cannot be determined  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

20.In a certain code „OFTEN‟ is written as „7@2$5‟ and „MORE‟ is written as „37#$‟. How is „MENTOR‟ 

written in that code?  

A. 3$572#  

B. 35$27#  

C. 3$257#  

D. 3$527#  

E. None of these  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  
S=21-25):Passage: 
Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions.  
Eight different lectures viz. History, Geography, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, English, Hindi and 

Biology are to be organized on four different days of the week viz. Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday 

starting from Monday in two sessions i.e. Morning and Evening (but not necessarily in the same order).  

The lecture of languages was organized on Friday. Geography was organized in the morning session but not 

on Monday. One lecture was organized between Physics and Geography. No lecture was organized after 

Chemistry. Mathematics was not organized immediately after English. History was organized on Tuesday. 

Mathematics and Chemistry was not organized on same session.  

21.Which of the following subject was organized in the morning session of Friday?  

A. Mathematics  

B. English  

C. Hindi  

D. Either (b) or (c)  

E. None of these  

Answer: B 



 

 

Solution: 

The lecture of languages was organized on Friday. No lecture was organized after Chemistry. Geography 

was organized in the morning session but not on Monday. One lecture was organized between Physics and 

Geography. History was organized on Tuesday. We will have two possibilities-  

  

Now, Mathematics was not organized immediately after English. Mathematics and Chemistry was not 

organized on same session. This will eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be -  

  

22.How many lectures were organized between Biology and Hindi?  

A. Two  

B. Three  

C. Four  

D. Five  

E. Cannot be determined  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

The lecture of languages was organized on Friday. No lecture was organized after Chemistry. Geography 

was organized in the morning session but not on Monday. One lecture was organized between Physics and 

Geography. History was organized on Tuesday. We will have two possibilities-  

  

Now, Mathematics was not organized immediately after English. Mathematics and Chemistry was not 

organized on same session. This will eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be -  

  

23.Physics was organized on which among the following day and session?  

A. Tuesday- Morning Session  

B. Monday- Evening Session  

C. Saturday- Morning Session  

D. Monday- Morning Session  

E. Saturday- Evening Session  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

The lecture of languages was organized on Friday. No lecture was organized after Chemistry. Geography 

was organized in the morning session but not on Monday. One lecture was organized between Physics and 



 

 

Geography. History was organized on Tuesday. We will have two possibilities-  

  

Now, Mathematics was not organized immediately after English. Mathematics and Chemistry was not 

organized on same session. This will eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be -  

  

24.Which among the following lecture was organized immediately before Chemistry?  

A. Mathematics  

B. Hindi  

C. Biology  

D. Physics  

E. Cannot be determined  

Answer: A 

Solution: 

The lecture of languages was organized on Friday. No lecture was organized after Chemistry. Geography 

was organized in the morning session but not on Monday. One lecture was organized between Physics and 

Geography. History was organized on Tuesday. We will have two possibilities-  

  

Now, Mathematics was not organized immediately after English. Mathematics and Chemistry was not 

organized on same session. This will eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be -  

  

25.Biology was organized on?  

A. Monday - Morning Session  

B. Saturday – Morning Session  

C. Tuesday – Evening Session  

D. Tuesday – Morning Session  

E. Monday – Evening Session  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

The lecture of languages was organized on Friday. No lecture was organized after Chemistry. Geography 

was organized in the morning session but not on Monday. One lecture was organized between Physics and 

Geography. History was organized on Tuesday. We will have two possibilities-  



 

 

  

Now, Mathematics was not organized immediately after English. Mathematics and Chemistry was not 

organized on same session. This will eliminate Case 2. So the final arrangement will be -  

  
S=26-30):Passage: 

In each question below are given four statements followed by two conclusions which are 
numbered as I, and II. You have to take the given statements to be true even if they seem to 
be at variance with commonly known facts. Read all the conclusions and then decide which 
of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, disregarding 
commonly known facts.  
Mark your answer as –  

26.Statements:  
Some H is P. No H is L. Some L is T. All T is S.  

Conclusions:  
I. Some S is not H.  

II. Some P is T.  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or conclusion II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows.  

E. If both conclusion I and conclusion II follow.  

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

For I – From Venn diagram it is clear that all L which are S cannot be H. Hence, Conclusion I can be 

concluded.  

For II – Since, there is no direct relation between P and T therefore Conclusion II will not hold true.  

27.Statements:  
All O is M. All M is N. Some N is S. No S is W.  

Conclusions:  
I. Some O can be S.  

II. Some N can be W.  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or conclusion II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows.  

E. If both conclusion I and conclusion II follow.  

Answer: E 



 

 

Solution: 

  

For I – There is no direct relation between O and S, therefore possibility case will hold true. Hence, 

Conclusion I can be concluded.  

For II – Since there is no direct relation between N and W, therefore possibility case will hold true. Hence, 

Conclusion II can be concluded.  

28.Statements:  
No K is R. All R is Z. Some Z is Y. No Y is X.  

Conclusions:  
I. Some X is not R.  

II. Some Z is not K.  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or conclusion II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows.  

E. If both conclusion I and conclusion II follow.  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  

For I –Since there is no direct relation between X and R, therefore conclusion I will not hold true.  

For II – All Z which are R cannot be K, so conclusion II will hold true.  

29.Statements:  
Some B is D. All D is F. Some F is not J. All J is C.  

Conclusions:  
I. Some J is not B.  

II. Some B is J.  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or conclusion II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows.  

E. If both conclusion I and conclusion II follow.  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  

For I – Since, there is no direct relation between J and B, therefore Conclusion I will not hold true. Hence, 

Conclusion I cannot be concluded.  

For II – Since, there is a no direct relation between J and B, therefore Conclusion II will not hold true. 

Hence, Conclusion II cannot be concluded.  

Since both conclusions are false having same elements and it is a case of „some‟ and „some not‟. Therefore 

“Either or” will follow.  

30.Statements:  
All F is E. Some C is not E. Some G is F. All H is G.  

Conclusions:  
I. Some H can never be E.  



 

 

II. Some G is E.  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or conclusion II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor conclusion II follows.  

E. If both conclusion I and conclusion II follow.  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  

For I – Since there is no direct relation between H and E therefore conclusion I will not hold true. For II – 

From Venn diagram it is clear that some G are E. Hence, Conclusion II can be concluded.  
S=31-35):Passage: 
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:  
A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and numbers rearranges them 

following a particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement.  

Input: season 27 often 42 perfect 12 enjoy 55 help 39  

Step I : enjoy season 27 often perfect 12 55 help 39 42  

Step II : often enjoy season 27 perfect 55 help 39 42 12  

Step III : help often enjoy season 27 perfect 39 42 12 55  

Step IV : perfect help often enjoy season 27 42 12 55 39  

Step V : season perfect help often enjoy 42 12 55 39 27  

Step V is the last step of the above arrangement.  

As per the rules followed in the steps given above, find out in each of the following questions the 

appropriate step for the given input.  

Input: courage 22 old 29 basket 54 enter 33 rescue 61  

31.Which of the following element is eighth from the left end in Step III?  

A. enter  

B. rescue  

C. 54  

D. 61  

E. 22  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

Let us understand the logic behind it- In each step one word and one number is arranged simultaneously, the 

numbers are arranged from right end and the words are arranged from left.  

For words- One word will be arranged in each step. The words which start with vowels are arranged first in 

alphabetical order, then the word which start with consonants are arranged  

For numbers- Firstly even numbers are arranged in decreasing order than odd numbers are arranged in 

decreasing order.  

Input: courage 22 old 29 basket 54 enter 33 rescue 61  

Step I: enter courage 22 old 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54  

Step II: old enter courage 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54 22  

Step III: basket old enter courage 29 33 rescue 54 22 61  

Step IV: courage basket old enter 29 rescue 54 22 61 33  

Step V: rescue courage basket old enter 54 22 61 33 29  

32.Which of the following is Step II of the given input?  

A. old enter courage 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54 22  

B. old enter courage basket 29 33 rescue 61 54 22  

C. old enter courage 29 basket 33 rescue 54 61 22  



 

 

D. old enter courage 29 basket rescue 33 61 54 22  

E. None of these  

Answer: A 

Solution: 

Let us understand the logic behind it- In each step one word and one number is arranged simultaneously, the 

numbers are arranged from right end and the words are arranged from left.  

For words- One word will be arranged in each step. The words which start with vowels are arranged first in 

alphabetical order, then the word which start with consonants are arranged  

For numbers- Firstly even numbers are arranged in decreasing order than odd numbers are arranged in 

decreasing order.  

Input: courage 22 old 29 basket 54 enter 33 rescue 61  

Step I: enter courage 22 old 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54  

Step II: old enter courage 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54 22  

Step III: basket old enter courage 29 33 rescue 54 22 61  

Step IV: courage basket old enter 29 rescue 54 22 61 33  

Step V: rescue courage basket old enter 54 22 61 33 29  

33.Which element is sixth to the right of „courage‟ in step V?  

A. 54  

B. 22  

C. 61  

D. 33  

E. None of these  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

Let us understand the logic behind it- In each step one word and one number is arranged simultaneously, the 

numbers are arranged from right end and the words are arranged from left.  

For words- One word will be arranged in each step. The words which start with vowels are arranged first in 

alphabetical order, then the word which start with consonants are arranged  

For numbers- Firstly even numbers are arranged in decreasing order than odd numbers are arranged in 

decreasing order.  

Input: courage 22 old 29 basket 54 enter 33 rescue 61  

Step I: enter courage 22 old 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54  

Step II: old enter courage 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54 22  

Step III: basket old enter courage 29 33 rescue 54 22 61  

Step IV: courage basket old enter 29 rescue 54 22 61 33  

Step V: rescue courage basket old enter 54 22 61 33 29  

34.Which element is fifth to the left of „rescue‟ in step I?  

A. courage  

B. old  

C. 29  

D. 22  

E. None of these  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

Let us understand the logic behind it- In each step one word and one number is arranged simultaneously, the 

numbers are arranged from right end and the words are arranged from left.  

For words- One word will be arranged in each step. The words which start with vowels are arranged first in 

alphabetical order, then the word which start with consonants are arranged  

For numbers- Firstly even numbers are arranged in decreasing order than odd numbers are arranged in 

decreasing order.  

Input: courage 22 old 29 basket 54 enter 33 rescue 61  

Step I: enter courage 22 old 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54  

Step II: old enter courage 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54 22  



 

 

Step III: basket old enter courage 29 33 rescue 54 22 61  

Step IV: courage basket old enter 29 rescue 54 22 61 33  

Step V: rescue courage basket old enter 54 22 61 33 29  

35.Which of the following element is seventh from the right end in step IV?  

A. old  

B. enter  

C. rescue  

D. 54  

E. None of these  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

Let us understand the logic behind it- In each step one word and one number is arranged simultaneously, the 

numbers are arranged from right end and the words are arranged from left.  

For words- One word will be arranged in each step. The words which start with vowels are arranged first in 

alphabetical order, then the word which start with consonants are arranged  

For numbers- Firstly even numbers are arranged in decreasing order than odd numbers are arranged in 

decreasing order.  

Input: courage 22 old 29 basket 54 enter 33 rescue 61  

Step I: enter courage 22 old 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54  

Step II: old enter courage 29 basket 33 rescue 61 54 22  

Step III: basket old enter courage 29 33 rescue 54 22 61  

Step IV: courage basket old enter 29 rescue 54 22 61 33  

Step V: rescue courage basket old enter 54 22 61 33 29  
S=36-40):Passage: 

Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:  
In a certain code language  

„iron rusting black‟ is coded as „ru ku bu‟  

„black is brown‟ is coded as „ni bu su‟  

„rusting color brown ‟ is coded as „lu ni ru‟  

„red color iron suit‟ is coded as „dr st ku lu‟  

36.What is the code for „red rusting‟?  

A. ru ni  

B. dr ru  

C. st ru  

D. Cannot be determined  

E. Either (b) or (c)  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

  

37.What is the code for „iron‟?  

A. bu  

B. su  

C. ku  

D. lu  

E. None of these  

Answer: C 



 

 

Solution: 

  

38.„ni‟ is denoted as?  

A. is  

B. rusting  

C. black  

D. brown  

E. None of these  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  

39.What is the code for „iron suit‟?  

A. ku dr  

B. ku st  

C. dr st  

D. Either (a) or (b)  

E. Cannot be determined  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  

40.If „white suit‟ is coded as „st wr‟, then „red dawn‟ can be coded as?  

A. bu dr  

B. dr su  

C. dw dr  

D. ru dr  

E. dr lu  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  

#SUBJECT#QUANTITATIVE 



 

 

41.PNB bank has rolled out a new plan according to which the rate of simple interest on a sum of money is 

5% per-annum for the first yrs, 6% per annum for the next  yrs and 9% per annum for the period 

beyond the first six years. Total simple interest received on a sum for a period of 10 years is Rs6950. Then 

find the sum.  

A. Rs 12,000  

B. Rs 13,500  

C. Rs 14,000  

D. Rs 10,000  

E. Rs 15,000  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  

42.Three friends Veer, Abhi and Ayush donates 9%, 7% and 8% of their respective monthly salary. The 

monthly salary of Abhi and Ayush are equal and the difference between their donations is Rs 66. The 

donation of veer is Rs342 less than the total donations made by Abhi and Ayush together. Find the average 

of their monthly salary?  

A. Rs 6840  

B. Rs 6800  

C. Rs 6700  

D. Rs 6920  

E. Rs 6900  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  

43.Adda 247 is an education based company which doubled its turnover in 2015 from Rs12 crores in 2014. 

Then, it tripled its turnover in 2016 over its previous year and again increased its turnover by  in 2017 

over previous year. Find its current turn over (2017) is what percent of its turnover in 2014?  

A. 875%  

B. 925%  

C. 825%  

D. 850%  

E. 950%  

Answer: C 



 

 

Solution: 

  

44.If 13 years are subtracted from the present age of Honey and the remainder is divided by 8, it gives the 

age of his grand-daughter Hardeep. If Hardeep is 27 years younger than his father then find the average age 

of all three given that the present age of Honey‟s only son is 34 years. Honey has no daughter  

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

45.Sandeep rolled two dices at the same time. Find the probability of getting sum 9 or more on both the 

dices together?  

A. 1/4  

B. 11/36  

C. 7/18  

D. 5/18  

E. 1/3  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  
S=46-50):Passage: 
In each question two equations numbered (I) and (II) are given. You should solve both the 
equations and mark appropriate answer.  

46.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: A 



 

 

Solution: 

  

47.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  

48.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

49.   

A.   

B.   



 

 

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

50.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  
S=51-55):Passage: 
What will come in the place of question (?) mark in the following number series :  
51.82, 111, 147, 191, ?, 307  

A. 240  

B. 236  

C. 244  

D. 252  

E. 232  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  

52.?, 48, 72, 180, 630, 2835  

A. 24  

B. 72  

C. 60  

D. 80  

E. 96  

Answer: E 



 

 

Solution: 

  

53.6, ?, 568, 3414, 13660, 27322  

A. 70  

B. 66  

C. 60  

D. 72  

E. 84  

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

54.589, 468, 387, 338, 313, ?  

A. 306  

B. 303  

C. 312  

D. 304  

E. 305  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  

55.12, 12, 15, 23, 38, ?  

A. 63  

B. 61  

C. 62  

D. 58  

E. 38  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  

56.Ritu and Anu together can do a work in 16 days where as Anu alone can do it in 24 days. If Neha alone 

can do the same work in 30 days, then find the ratio of efficiency of Neha to efficiency of Ritu?  

A. 5 : 8  

B. 8 : 5  

C. 5 : 3  

D. 2 : 3  

E. 7 : 8  

Answer: B 



 

 

Solution: 

  

57.How many integers from 5000 to 5999 have at least one of its digits repeated?  

A. 498  

B. 496  

C. 504  

D. 508  

E. 512  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

Total required number of numbers = All numbers - numbers with none of its digits repeated  

Total numbers with none of its digits repeated = 1 × 9 × 8 × 7 = 504  

So, the required number = 1000 – 504 = 496  
S=58-62):Passage: 
Find the exact value of question marks (?) in following questions?  

58.   

A. 1004  

B. 996  

C. 1020  

D. 1008  

E. 1012  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  

59.   

A. 30  

B. 24  

C. 36  

D. 48  

E. 18  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  

60.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   



 

 

E.   

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

61.   

A. 12  

B. 13  

C. 12.5  

D. 15  

E. 10  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

  

62.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

63.Distance between Delhi junction and Patna junction is 1200 km. A train P starts from Patna at a speed of 

x km/h towards Delhi junction. Another train Q starts from Patna at a speed of (x + 30) km/hr in the same 

direction, 7 hours later than the start of train P. If train Q crosses train P in 5 hours after its start then find 

speed of train P.  

A. 135/7 km/h  

B. 70 km/h  

C. 130 km/h  

D. 130/7 km/h  

E. 150/7 km/h  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

  

64.A shopkeeper purchased an article at some discount on marked price and raised the marked price of an 



 

 

article by 80%. Then he allows two successive discount of  and on it. On selling the article, he 

still made a profit of  on it. Find at what discount percent the shopkeeper has bought the article?  

A. 50%  

B. 40%  

C. 30%  

D. 36%  

E. 42%  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  

65.A is an alloy of two types of metals x and y and B is an alloy of two types of metals y and z. Some 

quantity of B is mixed with 30 gms of A to form another alloy which has 55% of y metal concentration. Find 

the quantity of B taken if an alloy A has 60% of y concentration and B has 40% of y concentration.  

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  
S=66-70):Passage: 

The line graph given below shows the number of students (in hundreds) who have been 
selected in Banking exam and in SSC exams from a reputed coaching institute in six 
different years.  

  

66.Find the ratio of the total number of students selected in Banking exam from 2015 to 2017 together to the 



 

 

total number of students selected in SSC exam from 2012 to 2014 together?  

A. 24 : 17  

B. 20 : 17  

C. 22 : 17  

D. 17 : 24  

E. 17 : 22  

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

67.The average of the number of students selected in both exams in 2016 is what percent more/less than the 

average of the number of students selected in both the exams in year 2017?  

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  

68.What is the ratio of total students selected in banking exam from 2013 to 2015 to total students selected 

in SSC exams from 2013 to that in 2015?  

A. 115 : 91  

B. 21 : 20  

C. 125 : 91  

D. 91 : 125  

E. 10 : 7  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  

69.Every year 20% of the students who passed the Banking exam also passed the SSC exam then, find the 

average of number of students who passed both the exam from 2014 to 2016?  

A. 260  

B. 275  

C. 300  

D. 320  

E. 280  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

  

70.Find the difference between total number of students who passed bank exam from 2013 to 2015 and the 



 

 

total number of students who passed the SSC exam from 2014 to 2016?  

 

A. 400  

B. 450  

C. 500  

D. 520  

E. 550  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

Required difference  

=(1600+1200+1400)-(1200+1500+1000)  

= 4200 – 3700 = 500  
S=71-75):Passage: 

The given below table shows the total number of books available in five different college 
library and the number of books for medical study as a percentage of the total number of 
available books in the library. Study the given table and answer the following questions 
carefully.  

  

Total number of books = Books for medical study + Engineering books + Books for management study  

 

71.Find the ratio of the total number of non-medical books available in college B and C together to the total 

number of medical books available in college A, B and C together?  

A. 103 : 68  

B. 68 : 103  

C. 68 : 101  

D. 101 : 68  

E. 3 : 2  

Answer: D 

Solution: 

  

72.The ratio of number of engineering books to the number of management books in college D is 5 : 4. 

Then, find the number of engineering books is what more than the number of management books?  

A. 32  

B. 34  

C. 30  

D. 28  

E. 36  

Answer: B 



 

 

Solution: 

  

73.Find the difference between the total number of medical books available in college C and D together and 

the number of books available in college B.  

A. 140  

B. 142  

C. 141  

D. 144  

E. 143  

Answer: C 

Solution: 

  

74.Find the average of the number of non-medical books available in college C and E and the number of 

medical books available in college B ?  

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

75.The ratio of engineering : management books in college B and college E are in the ratio of 17 : 18 and 5 : 

3 respectively. Then find the difference between total number of engineering books and management books 

in both the colleges?  

A. 61  

B. 51  

C. 71  

D. 59  

E. 81  

Answer: C 



 

 

Solution: 

  
S=76-80):Passage: 

In the following questions two quantities are given for each question. Compare the numeric 
value of both the quantities and answers accordingly.  
76.Quantity I : The price of wheat falls by 20%. How much wheat can be bought now with the money that 

was sufficient to buy 20 kg of wheat previously?  

Quantity II : The average weight of 14 students in a school is 13 kg. When a new student is included in this 

group, the average weight is decreases by 0.2 kg. Find the age of new student.  

A. Quantity I > Quantity II  

B. Quantity II > Quantity I  

C. Quantity I >= Quantity II  

D. Quantity II >= Quantity I  

E. Quantity I = Quantity II or relation can‟t be established.  

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

77.Quantity I : Find the probability of getting two heads when three coins are tossed simultaneously.  

Quantity II : When the numerator of a fraction is increased by 50% and the denominator is decreased by 

10%, the fraction thus obtained is 5/8. Find the original fraction.  

A. Quantity I > Quantity II  

B. Quantity II > Quantity I  

C. Quantity I >= Quantity II  

D. Quantity II >= Quantity I  

E. Quantity I = Quantity II or relation can‟t be established.  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

  

78.Quantity I : If by selling two items for Rs 150 each, the shopkeeper gains 20% on one and loses 20% on 



 

 

the other. Find the value of gain/loss.  

Quantity II : An article is sold for Rs 805 at a profit of 15%. What would have been the actual profit or loss 

on it, if it had been sold for Rs 717.  

A. Quantity I > Quantity II  

B. Quantity II > Quantity I  

C. Quantity I >= Quantity II  

D. Quantity II >= Quantity I  

E. Quantity I = Quantity II or relation can‟t be established.  

Answer: B 

Solution: 

  

79.Quantity I : Find the principal if the compound interest is charged on principal at the rate of per 

annum for two years and the sum becomes Rs 245.  

Quantity II : A sum of Rs 500 amounts to Rs 620 in 4 yrs at simple interest. What will Rs 150 amount to if 

the rate of interest is same and time period is  yrs.  

A. Quantity I > Quantity II  

B. Quantity II > Quantity I  

C. Quantity I >= Quantity II  

D. Quantity II >= Quantity I  

E. Quantity I = Quantity II or relation can‟t be established.  

Answer: A 

Solution: 

  

80.Quantity I : A metallic spherical ball of radius 3.5 cm is melted and re-casted into 8 identical cones of 

radius  cm and height „x‟ cm. Find the value of x?  

Quantity II: A rectangle has length 4 cm more than its breadth. Its area is lesser than the area of 

square, which perimeter is 36 cm. Find the breadth of rectangle.  

A. Quantity I > Quantity II  

B. Quantity II > Quantity I  

C. Quantity I >= Quantity II  

D. Quantity II >= Quantity I  



 

 

E. Quantity I = Quantity II or relation can‟t be established.  

Answer: E 

Solution: 

 

  

 

 
 


